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1. History

Unique Affiliate Registry RUAF

An information system that contains the registry of affiliates to the Integral Social Security System (Health, Pensions, Professional Risks), Family Subsidy, Unemployment registry and beneficiaries of programs rendered through the social protection network, like the ones offered by SENA, ICBF, Social Action and other entities, in accordance to article 15 law 797 of 2003. The system will allow the flow of information between the actors of the system, respecting information confidentiality and the role of every administrator.

The Unique Affiliate registry will become an instrument that integrates the different components of the Social Protection General System and facilitates the interrelation between its different affiliation, mobility and benefit allocation processes. It will specifically have to among others: identify and control multiple affiliations within terms provided by the law, identify and control tax evasion and circumvention, maintaining an updated registry of contributors and beneficiaries.
1. History and norms

**Norm milestones**

- **Law 797/2003**
  - Art. 15 Unique Registry System and Unique Affiliate Registry for pensions, social security, ARP, ICBF, Sena, CCF and social assistance. Also the system that integrates payments of quotations and parafiscal contributions with the other contributions foreseen for the social security and social protection systems.

- **Decree 1637/2006**
  - Determined basic conditions for the organizing and functioning as also the designation of the Health Minister as administrating organ.

- **Resolution 2358/2006**
  - Technical specifications and deadlines for information delivery.

- **Resolution 2455/08**
  - Finally adopts technical annex to deliver changes to the RUAF.

- **2008**
  - Requires are adjusted again for information update and delivery performed by the administrators.

- **2009**
  - After 3 resolutions broadening information delivery date to RAF in 2007 two cycles are established to input initial data.

- **2010**
  - Affiliation unique electronic form and changes.

- **2012-2013**
  - Affiliation and PILA payment information in BDUA health are harmonized. Report periods in the RUAF are unified for pensions.
2. Participating Entities

Health System
EAPB-EPS – BDUA
Pensions and retiree
EAFP
Severance payment - AFC
Family compensation fund – CCF
Labor risk managers - ARL
SENA
Subsidies-CCF
Social assistance
Private and state owned entities that manage social programs

Integrates information in the Social Protection information system SISPRO
Provides data to control multiple affiliations and report follow up.
Validates and provides searches for institutional users and general public.

Institutional
Internal users
Control Entities
General Public
2. Participating Entities – Information Regularity

Resolution 3336 of 2013

Health - ARL and Pensions

Social Assistance
Severance
CCF

Same regularity as BDUA → weekly

Monthly

Subsystem

Social Security and pensions Subsystem
Severance Subsystem
Social Security Subsystem for labor Risks
Social Security Pension Subsystem – Pension Paying Entities
Family Subsidy Subsystem
Social Assistance Subsystem and Parafiscal Subsystem
### 3. Dismissals and Web searches

#### RUAF

#### SISPRO: Consultas RUAF
Sistema Integral de Información de la Protección Social
Registro Único de Afiliados

#### Número de Vinculados a Programas de Asistencia Social

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Generales</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grupo Poblacional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Departamento Residencia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Afiliación</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

[Ministerio de la Protección Social. Dirección: Cra. 13 # 32 - 70, Colombia, Bogotá D.C. PBX: (57-1) 330 5000, Fax: (57-1) 330 5950. Línea Gratuita de Atención al Usuario: Desde Bogotá: (57-1) 3 30 5000 ext. 3385081]
3. Dismissals and Web searches
Contact information

Tel. (+57 1) 3815000
Calle 26  13-19 Piso XX
Bogotá - Colombia

www.dnp.gov.co